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Back in the day, during countless conversations about saving civilization from itself, one idea used to pop up 

regularly. “It’ll get worse,” somebody would woefully admit, “before getting better.” Unable to sense the prover-

bial pickle we had been sitting on since the advent of agribusiness, it was clear that our society was not going to 

muster real change until the pickle grew much bigger.

that was before the hideous hole at the bottom of the sea, ahead of the corporations-are-persons Supreme 

Court ruling, prior to the implosion of the Bush economy and in advance of the universal acceptance of the con-

cept of climate change. even though our pickle is now obvious, we’re certainly not stuck in an insoluble jam. all 

that we must do is figure out how to relish the pickle we’re in.

there are many ways to take great pleasure in being part of the solution to our global problems, and one of 

autumn’s best examples comes by way of John Jeavons and his seminal book, How to Grow More Vegetables. 

there are many composting techniques out there, but Jeavons’s method happens to be full of incentives. It 

provides an opportunity for healthy outdoor exercise, requires almost no maintenance, reduces water use in the 

garden, keeps “junk” out of landfills, and builds soil 60 times faster than nature.

First, determine a location for your compost pile. Unlike a typical pile, to which you add kitchen scraps several 

times a week, this pile need not be very close to the kitchen door. a place in the shade near a water source with 

enough room to turn the pile is best. Second, loosen the soil below your pile’s location to a depth of 12 inches. 

this gives the pile ample drainage. third, place sticks and stalks on top of the loosened soil to provide air circula-

tion through the pile. Fourth, start adding 1-inch to 2-inch layers of compost materials that alternate from green 

“wastes” (nitrogen rich) to brown “wastes” (carbon rich). Green wastes include kitchen scraps, hay, fresh manure 

and freshly cut garden products (weeds, grass clippings, hedge trimmings, tree prunings, leftover plant material 

from harvested crops, etc.). Brown wastes include leaves, straw, soil, aged manure, cardboard, cured compost, 

dry weeds, etc. Fifth, after you’ve added four to six layers (two or three of green material, two or three brown), 

water the layers. Repeat the fourth and fifth steps until the pile is four to six feet high. Cover the pile with straw 

or soil to keep it shaded, insulated and protected from wind. turn and water the pile only once — about halfway 

through its four to six month curing period. When your compost is ready to use, the pile will have shrunk to be-

tween one and two thirds of its original size.

Soil loss is at the root of the challenges we face. If each of us would start a compost pile today and pledge to 

work the resulting humus into the soil come spring, next year our gardens would be much more productive, and 

we would relish the opportunities ahead.


